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Deborah Flora
 ` Proven conservative fighter 
 ` Radio Host and Director of Public Policy 
 ` Nationally recognized parental rights advocate
 ` Small business owner and award-winning filmmaker
 ` Wife of an 82nd Airborne veteran, mother of two
 ` Raised in Colorado, daughter of an Air Force officer

Deborah Flora is a conservative fighter who has spent her life 
advocating for our core American values: freedom, family, and faith. 
Growing up in Colorado, the daughter of a Lt. Col. serving at Lowry 
Air Force Base, Deborah was raised with a love of country and an 
understanding of what it means to serve, and she and her husband 
Jonathan, an 82nd Airborne Veteran, have worked to instill these 
same values in their two children. 

Deborah’s heart for service has led her to become a nationally 
recognized parental rights advocate, radio host, and fighter for 
conservative principles. Alongside her husband, Deborah leads 
two media production companies, most recently producing the 
documentary “Whose Children are They?” which premiered in 
theaters nationwide. She is the former host of The Deborah Flora 
Show on the Salem Radio Network, and she has been featured by 
numerous conservative media outlets, including Newsmax, Fox 
News, Townhall, and The Daily Wire. As the Founder of Parents United 
America and a Director of Public Policy for KNUS, she has stood for 
the issues that matter to us all from the school board to the state 
house. Now she is ready to take that fight to Congress.



Friends,

America is more than a country. It is the beautiful idea that has 
happened once in all of human history, the idea that every person is 
created with intrinsic value and therefore individual liberty, and that 
government therefore has only one job: to protect the rights and safety 
of its citizens. These principles are the exception, not the rule, in human 
history, and that is why the United States, the embodiment of this idea, is a 
truly exceptional nation.

It is this shared foundation of freedom for each person to live their lives, 
and raise their families, as according to their own beliefs—free from 
big government control—that unites and strengthens us as Americans. 
However, today this ideal is under attack by the Radical Left. They want to 
divide us and weaken a great country where the people, not the elite, have 
the power. They have destabilized our sovereignty and safety by opening 
our southern border and undermining law and order, weakened our 
economy through overregulation and out of control spending, undermined 
the family which is the cornerstone of Western Civilization and pushed 
their extreme agenda on our children. They have attacked truth and 
science, free speech and free thought.

These pages contain my plan for fighting back and restoring the 
nation we love. I truly believe that by working together here in Colorado’s 
Fourth Congressional District, we can ignite a “new birth of freedom” and 
return to the ideals that lead to the greatest human flourishing. Together, 
we can save what Ronald Reagan called the “last best hope of man on 
earth” for ourselves and for our children. I would be honored to have your 
support for this fight.  

In service,

Deborah Flora
Republican Candidate for Congress

The Flora Plan: 

 ` Secure the border and strengthen our nation
 ` Get government off our backs and unleash our economy
 ` Protect parental rights and educational freedom
 ` Achieve energy independence and strengthen agriculture
 ` Defend our values to restore America



Secure the Border and Strengthen Our Nation
Our safety, security, and sovereignty are under attack, both overseas and here at home. 
It’s time to secure our borders, strengthen our military, support law enforcement, and 
stand up to dangerous adversaries, like Iran and China.

Securing The Border

 ` Build the wall and expand U.S. Border 
Agents’ ability to patrol not process.

 ` Increase ICE funding and speed 
deportation proceedings.

 ` Close asylum loopholes and end “Catch 
and Release” policies.

 ` In light of the national security crisis at 
our border, reexamine the classification 
of cartels to expand viable options to 
fight them. 

 ` Support states that are protecting their 
own borders and citizens, as the Biden 
administration has failed to secure our 
safety and our sovereignty.

 ` Empower DEA agents to stop the 
flow of fentanyl devastating our 
communities.

 ` End federal subsidies to sanctuary 
cities and incentives to illegal 
immigrants.

Backing The Blue

 ` Advocate for recruitment and retention 
incentives for police officers and for 
providing them with more tools to keep 
our communities safe. 

 ` Champion commonsense policies that 
protect and enable law enforcement to 
perform their duties.

 ` Strengthen penalties and enforcement 
for vandalizing and rioting on federal 
property.

 ` Encourage polices that protect the 
victims and deter the criminals.

 ` Penalize cities and states that “defund 
the police.”

 ` Reverse dangerous legislation, such 
as in Colorado, that prohibits federal, 
state, and local law enforcement from 
working together.

Strengthening Our National 
Security

 ` Eradicate divisive woke initiatives such 
as CRT and DEI from the U.S. military.

 ` Strengthen and enforce sanctions 
on Iran and other state sponsors of 
terrorism.

 ` Defund our enemies by becoming net 
energy exporters once again.

 ` Stand with Israel in the battle against 
radical Islamic extremism and 
barbarism.

 ` Put a stop to Chinese espionage 
activities on U.S. soil and purchase of 
American land.

 ` Ensure that all funding for America’s 
security, including the border, is 
prioritized, and not tied to any other 
disconnected agenda.



Unleash Our Economy  
and Protect Our Children

Before Biden and COVID, America’s economy was booming. By getting back to the 
basics of fiscal conservatism, personal freedom, limited government, and lower taxes, 
we can restore prosperity for Colorado families and release the juggernaut of free 
enterprise to innovate and create jobs.

Unleashing the American 
Economy

 ` Rein in out-of-control federal spending 
and eliminate unsustainable debt 
through a balanced budget amendment 
and single subject appropriation bills. 

 ` Release America’s energy sector to 
lower prices and end inflation.

 ` Repeal Biden’s “Green New Deal” 
agenda and socialist mandates.

 ` Make the Trump tax cuts permanent 
and cut federal taxes further.

 ` Stop Biden’s student loan debt 
redistribution scheme.

 ` Limit federal regulatory authority, 
restoring power to Congress, the 
states, and the American people.

Protect Parental Rights and 
Educational Freedom

 ` Our children are America’s future. 
We have to preserve our rights as 
parents, prevent the Radical Left from 
indoctrinating our children, and protect 
their innocence and privacy.

Protecting Our Children
 ` Protect the privacy of girls in 
bathrooms and locker rooms and 
ensure a safe and fair playing field for 
women’s sports.

 ` Safeguard children from experimental 
and irreversible sterilization and 
permanent gender surgeries.

 ` Pass legislation codifying the 
fundamental right of parents to guide 
the upbringing, medical decisions, and 
education of their children. 

 ` Promote school choice and ensure 
education dollars fund students, not 
systems.

 ` Refocus education on academics and 
career skills, not woke ideology.

 ` End the U.S. Department of Education’s 
power and restore local control of 
education.



Achieve Energy Independence  
and Strengthen Agriculture

Our natural resources are a source of American prosperity and strength, however there 
is a “war” against rural Colorado and our energy sector that must be stopped. With 
policies that promote, rather than limit, our energy and agriculture sectors, we will 
restore affordability, lower inflation, and advance national security so that America can 
continue to feed and fuel itself and others around the world for generations to come.

Promoting American Energy 
Security

 ` Restore America’s ability to develop 
and explore our own energy resources. 

 ` Promote Colorado oil and gas as a 
source of energy independence and a 
key to becoming net energy exporters 
once again.

 ` Repeal Biden’s electric vehicle 
mandates, which increase costs and 
enable government elites to profit and 
unfairly tip the scales.

 ` End “Green New Deal” cronyism and 
limit EPA rulemaking authority.

 ` Pursue an all-of-the above energy 
policy including promoting biofuels and 
nuclear energy. 

 ` Protect private property rights and 
block Biden’s “30 By ‘30” scheme.

 ` Safeguard and replenish our strategic 
petroleum reserve and prevent future 
misuse of our precious resources.

Strengthening Colorado 
Agriculture

 ` Protect farmers’ and ranchers’ private 
property, water, and mineral rights.

 ` Pass a strong farm bill that protects 
Colorado farming and ranching 
families.

 ` Permanently repeal the “Death Tax” 
and reduce other federal tax burdens.

 ` Stop blue states, like California, from 
regulating Colorado agricultural 
practices and infringing further on our 
water rights.

 ` Fight any effort to tax or regulate 
carbon emissions from agriculture and 
remove Big Government overreach into 
ranching and farming operations.

 ` Kill the EPA’s Waters of the U.S. Rule 
and protect the Prior Appropriations 
Doctrine.

 ` Ensure Colorado ag producers have 
a seat at the table in trade talks, stop 
deceptive labeling and encourage 
Market Access Programs.

 ` Support funding for water, 
transportation, and broadband  
internet projects.



Defend Our Values to Restore America
The fundamental values of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, outlined in our 
nation’s founding documents, have led to America being the most prosperous, and 
freest nation mankind has ever known. However, these principles that lead to the 
greatest human flourishing are under attack. Now is the time to stand our ground and 
reverse the erosion of our values and freedoms.  

Preserving Our Freedoms
 ` Fight Big Government Socialism and 
drastically reduce the unaccountable 
and unelected Bureaucratic State.

 ` Promote election integrity and ballot 
security to ensure free and fair 
elections.

 ` Stand for citizens’ 2nd Amendment 
rights to protect themselves and their 
families. 

 ` Protect religious liberties, freedom of 
conscience, and freedom of expression.

 ` Stop Big Tech’s and Big Government’s 
assault on our freedom of speech.

 ` Champion the right to assemble that 
was arbitrarily prohibited during the 
government-imposed shutdown.

 ` Eliminate any semblance of a two-
tiered justice system based on political 
views or personal beliefs and ensure 
Constitutional courts.

Cherishing Our Values
 ` Ensure that parents, not bureaucrats, 
have the right and responsibility to 
educate their children about identity, 
personal beliefs, and values. 

 ` Promote policies that recognize the 
intrinsic value and dignity of every 
human life, and support women in crisis.

 ` Reinforce individualism by eradicating 
neo-racist ideologies like Critical Race 
Theory and DEI. 

 ` Protect the innocence of our children 
from radical agendas and safeguard 
them from politicization of the 
classroom.

 ` Teach our founding principles and 
restore civic engagement and civil 
dialogue.

Holding Government Accountable

 ` Fight the weaponization of our justice 
system against political opponents, 
concerned parents, and conservatives.

 ` Hold the Biden administration 
accountable for its many failures, 
overreaches, and corruption through 
diligent and unwavering oversight.

 ` Restore representative government and 
replace career politicians by supporting 
term limits for members of Congress.

 ` Promote greater transparency at all 
levels of government.

 ` Require all laws that apply to citizens 
apply to all elected officials.

 ` Restore the separation of powers by 
prohibiting the Executive Branch from 
legislating and protecting the Judicial 
Branch from political agendas.



Contributions to the Deborah Flora for U.S. Congress Committee are not tax deductible for federal income tax purposes. Contributions are 
subject to the limits and prohibitions of the Federal Election Campaign Act. Federal law requires us to use our best efforts to collect and 

report the name, mailing address, occupation and name of employer of individuals whose contributions exceed $200 in an election cycle. 
Contributions from corporations, labor organizations, foreign nationals, federal government contractors, and contributions made using 

another person or entity’s funds are prohibited. All contributions are subject to the following limits: from an individual or non-multicandidate 
PAC, $2,900 per election; from a multicandidate PAC, $5,000 per election; from a married couple, with each spouse’s signature, $5,800 per 

election. For purposes of these per election limits, the primary and general elections are deemed to be separate elections. 
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“If we stand together today, I truly believe that future 
generations will look back and gratefully say that 

we were the generation that pushed back from the 
precipice and restored America, the ‘last best hope of 

man on earth’. This is our fight. This is our time.”
-DEBORAH FLORA
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